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„SER“

BY

URNA & KROKE

RELEASED ON

NOVEMBER 11TH 2018

URNA Chahar-Tugchi finally releases her new album: "Ser" –
“Awakening, recorded with the Polish band Kroke.
Blessed with an extraordinary voice, URNA has the ability to
directly communicate with her listeners through her music,
transcending all linguistic and cultural barriers with her dynamic,
soaring vocals. Her songs evoke the immense grasslands of
Mongolia and relate stories about the Nomadic way of life. Born
into a family of nomadic herders in the Ordos grasslands of Inner
Mongolia, URNA carries the spirit of her homeland in her music as
she performs around the world. While being rooted in the traditional music of her homeland,
URNA continues to take her music to new directions.
Her latest compositions emphasize free, brushstroke-like improvisations, which have been
inspired by her many years of experienced encounters with other cultures and musicians
and her life in the world.
With this constant yearning to take the music beyond convention, URNA has performed with
many
internationally
renowned
musicians,
and
her
forth
coming
album “Ser”(Awakening) with KROKE - where they present their common arrangements
and performance of unique compositions - is a shining example of this.
Kroke is a group that has been a roaring success on numerous stages throughout the world
for over 25 years. Initially associated solely with Klezmer music, in their current works Kroke
draw inspiration from ethnic music using their own improvisations. This way they create their
unique style which floates across borders, forms and time. Kroke’s music was not only
noticed by a wide audience, but also appreciated by artists around the world.

SER has been recorded in Poland at the NLD and Radio Kraków Studios, mixed and
mastered by the sound engineer Dariusz Grela.
Cover and booklet painting by Otgonbayar Ershuu www.otgo.info
Cover and booklet design by Tadaaki Kumagai www.studio-baerental.com
Produced by URNA Chahar-Tugchi / UCT production and distributed worldwide by
cdbaby.com (direct link to album: https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/urnachahartugchi )
All tracks arranged by URNA Chahar-Tugchi & Kroke & Dariusz Grela.

Line-up:

URNA Chahar-Tugchi

(Vocal, Composer)

Tomasz Kukurba
Jerzy Bawoł
Tomasz Lato

(Viola, Percussion, Vocal, Flute)
(Accordion)
(Double Bass)

Album Titles:
1. Zandan Hureng (My Sandalwood Brown)
2. Nonjiyaa
3. Ser / Laturna (Awakening)
4. Baigal Dalai (Infinite Nature)
5. Undur Uul (On the Summit of a High Mountain)
6. Jigder Nana
7. Shirdegiin Chaidam (Flowers of the Steppe)
8. Jergelgeen / Kukurna (Fata Morgana)
9. Altan Altan Jigjuuhai (Golden, Golden Little Bird)
10. Erdenis (My Wishes for Humanity)
11. Duun / Bawurna (Melodies)
12. Beleg (The Gift)
Total running time: 58:46

